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Abstract
Annotated corpora are necessary for automatic summarisation, but given how difficult is to produce them there are only few available.
This paper presents an annotation tool which helps the human annotator to select the important units from a text. In addition to the tool, a
new annotation scheme is proposed so that phenomena which such as presence of anaphoric expressions and redundancy can be marked.
We argue that by annotating these phenomena the results of evaluation can be made more reliable.

1. Introduction
Like in many other fields of computational
linguistics corpora are very important for automatic
summarisation. Unannotated they are used to extract
linguistic characteristics of the texts to be summarised
(e.g. presence of cue words and indicating phrases) (Paice,
1981; Salanger-Meyer, 1990; Orăsan, 2001), or when
annotated to train summarisation methods and to evaluate
their results (Edmunson, 1969; Kupiec et al., 1995; Teufel
and Moens, 1997). Being one of the newest fields in
computational linguistics, automatic text summarisation
still lacks resources (e.g. corpora or tools) and well
established evaluation methodologies. The absence of
annotated corpora for summarisation can be explained by
the difficulty of the annotation task. Especially when the
texts to be annotated are long, it is difficult to annotate
without the help of an annotation tool. The tool presented
in this paper offers a user-friendly annotation environment
which tries to help the human annotator.
Annotation tools are very useful when the annotation
scheme used is complicated. For example, the annotation of
coreferential links cannot be done with high accuracy tool
without a specially designed tool (Day et al., 1998; Orăsan,
2000). Given that most of the annotation schemes used for
summarisation mark only the most important units1 in a
text, and eventually their importance, a special tool for the
annotation is not fully justified. However, in this paper a
more complex annotation scheme is proposed which can be
applied easier with the help of a special annotation tool. In
addition, the tool could prove particularly useful when long
texts are annotated.
The structure of the paper is as follows: in section 2.
we explain how corpora are used in summarisation. The
existing methods for building corpora for summarisation
are presented in section 3. A new annotation scheme for
summarisation is proposed in section 4., and the tool which
allows to apply this scheme is discussed in section 5..
Finally the tool is discussed and conclusions are drawn in
section 6.
1

In this paper, the term unit is used in a broad sense including
clauses, sentences and even whole paragraphs.

2. How annotated corpora are used in
summarisation?
In summarisation, annotated corpora are mainly used
to train machine learning algorithms (Kupiec et al., 1995;
Teufel and Moens, 1997) and to evaluate summarisation
methods (Edmunson, 1969). In addition to this, they can
be used by linguists to investigate linguistic characteristics
of sentences to be extracted for a summary and by students
to learn how to produce summaries.
Whenever a annotated corpus is used to train machine
learning algorithms a set of features is calculated for
each unit in the text using algorithms specific to each
summarisation method (e.g. presence of terms, length,
position) and the information about the importance of
the unit is taken from the corpus. In this case, the
summarisation of a text means to classify each sentence as
relevant for summary or not.
When an annotated corpus is used for evaluation, the
list of units extracted from the text is compared with the
list of units marked as important in the corpus. Given
this comparison, the evaluation method cannot be directly
applied to summarisation methods which produce abstracts
and not extracts. The measures used for evaluation are
taken from information retrieval:
P recision =
Recall =

T rue positives
(1)
T rue positives + F alse positives

T rue positives
T rue positives + F alse negatives

F − measure =

2 ∗ P recision ∗ Recall
P recision + Recall

(2)
(3)

where true positives are units which were marked as
important in the corpus and are correctly selected by the
summarisation program, false positives are units wrongly
selected by the summarisation program as being important
and false negatives are units which were marked as
important, but not selected by the program. Depending
on which units are selected by the summarisation method,
the values for precision, recall and f-measure differ.
The comparison between two methods means comparison
between these values.
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3.

Building corpora for summarisation

Building corpora for summarisation is not an easy task.
In this section we present different ways in which these
corpora were built. In addition, we present the results of
some experiments which try to find how much the human
annotators agree.
3.1. Manually built corpora
One obvious way to produce annotated corpora is by
asking human annotators to mark the most important units
in a text. These units can be sentences (Edmunson, 1969;
Kupiec et al., 1995), clauses (Marcu, 1999) or paragraphs
(Salton et al., 1996). As in many other tasks it is important
to make clear to the human annotator what to annotate and
what not to annotate, by providing a set of guidelines.
Corpora were used in summarisation for the first time
by Edmunson (1969) who asked human judges to identify
the most important sentences from a heterogenous corpus
consisting of 200 documents in the fields of physics, life
science, information science and humanities. In order to
ensure consistency of the annotation, judges were asked
to follow a set of guidelines and to select those sentences
which indicate what is the subject area of the paper,
why is the research necessary, how is the problem solved
and which are the findings. As can be noticed, these
rules broadly correspond to the sections in a scientific
paper. In addition, the annotators had to choose those
sentences which minimise the redundancy and maximise
the coherence. The presented annotation tool helps the
annotator by identifying sentences which are likely to
be important to a section. The problems of coherence
and redundancy are addressed by the tool through a new
annotation scheme which captures these phenomena.
The main problem with an annotation method like the
one used in (Edmunson, 1969) is that human perceive
the importance of unit in different ways, and as a result
their agreement could be quite low (as shown in 3.2.). In
order to make the annotation task easier (Kupiec et al.,
1995) and (Teufel and Moens, 1997) asked human judges
to align sentences from the summary with sentences from
the full text. In a corpus of 188 scientific and technical
documents, (Kupiec et al., 1995) found that only 79%
of the sentences from the summary can be matched with
sentences from the full text. Several rules were provided
to make the alignment easier. Teufel and Moens (1997)
found that only 31.7% of the sentences in the summary
could be matched with sentences from the full text in
their corpus of 202 articles from computational linguistics.
In a small scale experiment, (Marcu, 1999) found that
only 15% of the clauses in 10 abstracts taken from ZiffDavis corpus could be aligned with clauses from the full
text. These big differences between the results obtained
by different researchers suggest that the success of the
alignment depends very much on the type of text used and
it also depends on how the matching is defined.
When humans are required to decide which are the most
important units in a text, one of the most common problems
is that they get tired easily, especially if the text is long
and they are not familiar with the topics discussed in the
text, and as a result the quality of the annotation decreases.

In order to solve this problem, the proposed annotation
tool reduces the length of the text necessary to read by
employing highly reliable methods from summarisation.
3.2.

Experiments for selection of important units by
humans

The quality of an annotated resource is usually assessed
using cross checking. In this case, the same file is
annotated by more than one annotator and their annotations
are compared. A high agreement between the annotators
indicates not only that the annotation was done accurately,
but it also indicates that it makes sense to perform such an
annotation task.
Marcu (1997) and Tsou et al. (1997), argue that it is
possible to obtain annotation with high degree of agreement
between annotators. Marcu (1997) describes an experiment
in which 15 independent judges were asked to rate each unit
from 5 texts as very important, important and unimportant.
Comparison between the annotation showed that the judges
were consistent when they were asked to mark the very
important and unimportant units, but less consistent with
what they consider important. Simple majority voting (i.e.
more than 7 judges chose the same category for a unit)
was possible to apply in 87% of the cases to decide the
importance of a unit. Statistical significance tests showed
that the agreement between annotators is significant.
In a similar experiment Tsou et al. (1997) asked 6
groups of evaluators, 3 from North China and 3 from Taipei
to mark with red 10% of the most important sentences or
clauses, and with blue 15% of the next most important ones
from 15 Chinese editorials. If in the previously mentioned
research the judges received the texts split into units, in
this one there is no indication that the judges received
any instructions regarding the way they should identify a
unit. The importance of each proposition was computed
for each by using a weighted average measure called
perceived importance. Comparison between propositions’
perceived importance showed average overall inter-group
consistency between North China and Taiwan, and high
intra-group consistency. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the background of the annotators plays an important role in
selecting the important units.
3.3.

Automatic building of corpora for summarisation

Even though it is difficult for humans to align units from
a summary with units from the whole document, several
methods which produce automatically this alignment were
proposed. These methods rely on the fact that in the most
cases a summary is produced through copy-paste from the
whole document. The big advantage of such methods
is that they can be used to produce large-scale corpora
for summarisation with minimum effort. In this section
two methods used to produce such annotated corpora are
presented.
In (Marcu, 1999) a greedy method is used to eliminate
those clauses from the full document which do not reduce
the similarity between the summary and the reduced
document. When it is not possible to reduce the text
further on the basis of the similarity measure, the rhetorical
structure of the reduced document is used to eliminate more
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unimportant clauses. The method was evaluated on 10
randomly selected articles from Ziff-Davis corpus with an
average length of 1066 words and it performance was close
to human performance. The method was subsequently used
to create a corpus of 6942 texts with the important clauses
annotated.
Another method which uses (full document, abstract)
pairs to align sentences form the summary with sentences
from the whole document was proposed in (Jing and
McKeown, 1999). In this case, the abstract is seen
as a sequence of words some of which appear in the
full document. Therefore the problem of alignment is
reformulated as a problem of finding the most likely
position of the words from the abstract in the full document
using an Hidden Markov Model. The method was evaluated
on the same corpus used for evaluation in (Marcu, 1999)
and similar results were obtained.
Given the success of these two methods, we decided
to include them in the annotation tool. However, as all
methods used in computational linguistics, these methods
still make mistakes. In the light of this we decided to allow
the human annotator to check and validate their results.

4.

The annotation scheme

Usually when the most important units in a text
are identified they are marked by a simple tag such as
<IMPORTANT> ... </IMPORTANT>. In addition
to this, an attribute SCORE can be provided to indicate
how important is the unit. This annotation scheme is very
simple, and as a result it can be easily applied to a text
using a simple XML editor. However, this annotation
scheme ignores certain phenomena which can influence the
quality of an abstract, such as the redundancy and dangling
anaphors. For this reason we present an extension of the
existing annotation scheme which takes into account these
phenomena.
Quite often in a document there are several important
units which cover similar, if not the same idea, and,
therefore, any of them could be included in a summary.
The presence of these units can pose serious problems
when an automatically produced summary is evaluated. As
mentioned before, the automatic evaluation of an extract
involves comparison between the list of units extracted
by a summarisation program and the list of units marked
by humans as important. If not all the important units
covering a same idea are marked by the human annotator
because he/she tries to reduce redundancy, it is possible
that the automatic summarisation program will extract one
which is not marked and this will be considered a mistake
by the evaluation program. On the other hand, with the
current evaluation methodology, it is not correct to mark
all the important units which cover an idea because a
summarisation program will either have to extract all the
units about that idea, which will lead to high redundancy in
the abstract, or its result will be considered not very good
because only some of the marked units have been extracted.
In the light of these problems, we propose a first
extension to the annotation scheme so that important units
covering the same idea are linked together. This means
that all these units will have to be marked by the human

annotator, but the automatic summarisation program will
have to extract only one of them. In addition to the
solving the mentioned problems, this information allows
us to compute the redundancy in an automatic summary.
The fact that a unit is similar to another one is marked by
the attribute GROUP in the <IMPORTANT> tag which
indicates the id of the group of units to which the unit
belongs.
When an extract is produced, it happens that a unit
which contains a referential expression is extracted, but not
the unit which contains the antecedent of the referential
expression. This phenomenon is called dangling anaphor
and reduces the legibility of extracts. In order to address
this problem, we mark those units containing referential
expressions and indicate the units which contain the entity
referred. In most cases, the same entity appears in several
units, and therefore, a decision has to be taken if all the units
have to be marked as containing that referred entity. One
solution is to mark only the first apparition on the entity in
the text, but this is a decision which has to be specified in
the annotation guidelines.
By including this information in a gold standard, we
can require that an automatic summary which extracts a
unit with a referential expression, extracts also a unit that
contains the referred expression. In this way it will be
possible to evaluate automatically an extract also in terms
of cohesion. One could argue that such an extension
is not necessary because if the corpus is coreferentially
annotated the same information can be extracted from this
annotation. This is true, but given how difficult is to
annotate coreferential chains and how few coreferentially
annotated corpora are available, it is easier to mark the
relations between units and not entities. In addition, it is
not necessary to annotate whole coreferential chains, which
makes the annotation process easier.
All these extension to the standard annotation scheme
are built into the tool presented in section 5.

5. The annotation tool
The results presented in (Marcu, 1997; Tsou et al.,
1997) suggest that it is possible to obtain high agreement
between annotators, and, as a result, reliable annotated
corpus. Unfortunately, this high agreement was obtained
on small texts like newspaper articles and not long texts like
scientific articles. In light of this, we thought that it would
be good if we could filter those sentences which do not
to contain important information and highlight sentences
which are very likely to be included in a summary. In
addition to this, the annotation has to be applied in a very
easy way, so that the human annotator can concentrate on
the annotation process.
A good graphical interface offers the human annotator
trouble-free and efficient interaction with the annotated
text. The tool has to be easy to be used; with a minimum
time to learn how it works. It also has to hide the
unnecessary details. For example, in some cases the
annotation is made on a text which already has some
markup (e.g. sentence boundaries, formatting, etc.). If this
markup does not help and should be hidden from the human
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Figure 1: The annotation tool
annotator.2 In most of the cases the human annotators
are field experts with little knowledge about annotation
schemes and computers, or none. Therefore, the editor
has to be designed in such a way that the humans provide
the necessary information in a very simple way, using the
mouse and the keyboard, and the task of saving the file in
the appropriate format remains to be done by the tool. In
some cases the annotation schemes have to follow different
recommendations (e.g. TEI). The tool can be designed in
such a way that it follows the recommendations and does
not allow illegal constructions.
The annotation tool assists the human annotator in three
ways: it identifies sentences which can be important and
sentences which apparently do not contain any relevant
information; it allows the human annotator to mark those
sentences which cover the same information and the
sentences which have referential expressions outside the
sentence.
Figure 1 presents a screenshot of the tool. As can
be seen some of the sentences are highlighted, whereas
some of them are quite difficult to read. The highlighted
2

Actually, our annotation tool requires that the input text has
the sentence boundaries marked and contains information about
the part of speech for each word.

sentences are sentences which were identified as being
important for the document.
The sentences which
are hardly readable are sentences which contain special
formatting (e.g. lists) or indicating phrases. The indicating
phrases are underlined in the text.
5.1.

Deciding the importance of a unit

The annotation tool decides if a units could be
important or not by using well known methods in automatic
summarisation.
All these methods rely on different
parameters which can be adjusted at the running time by
the human annotator. Depending on the type of text, the
human annotator can decide to run one or more of these
methods on the text, or he/she can decide to manually
annotate the important units. At any point the annotator
can see the list of units highlighted or hidden by the tool
and override its decisions. In this section, the methods
included in the annotation tool are presented. At present,
all these methods included in the tool process sentences
and not clauses. However, if the annotator wants to select a
clause he/she can do it manually.
5.1.1. Important terms
One of the most common used methods to find
important units in a text is to select those units which have
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a high score. Usually the score of a unit is computed as the
sum of the score of words from that that unit. These scores
can be 1 if the frequency of a term is between certain values
(Luhn, 1958), or TF*IDF scores (Zechner, 1996). Even
though it was shown that such an extraction method is too
weak on its own, it is still widely used in combination with
other extraction methods.
We decided to compute the scores of a word from a text
using TF*IDF because it can be implemented easily and
it is a generally accepted scoring method. At present we
intent to include more scoring methods for words.
It happens quite frequently that a word receives a high
score even if it is no really important for the document. In
order to address this problem we decided to give the human
annotator the option to ignore certain words. This can be
done using the form presented in Figure 2. In addition
to this, the users can decide to highlight sentences which
have a score above a threshold and to hide those sentences
which have a score lower than a threshold. They also can
see all the sentences which were highlighted or hidden and
override the tool’s decision.
5.1.2. Cue words
Another method which proved useful in automatic
summarisation is the cue word method. First proposed
by Edmunson (1969), the method uses presence of certain
words in a sentence to select or reject it. This method was
extended by Paice (1981) to consider certain phrases called
indicator phrases. Very often the list of cue words and
indicating phrases which mark an important or unimportant
sentence depends very much on a genre. Therefore, the
users of the annotation tool can decide to run the module
which identifies the cue words and indication phrases in a
text or not, and they also can customise the list according
to the text’s genre.
5.1.3. Surface clues
It was noticed that often the important sentences are
situated at the beginning of paragraphs or at their end. The
users can choose to mark first and the last sentence of each
paragraph as being important. After the module is run, they
can check manually each sentence selected by this method
and confirm or reject its importance.
Another surface method which proved useful is to reject
all sentences with a length under a threshold. The idea used
in this case is that if the sentence is too short it does not
contains enough information to make it worth including in
any summary. The user of the system can decide about the
threshold.
In addition to the cue words it is possible to select or
reject those sentences containing certain XML formatting.
For example it is common that the first occurrence of an
important term in text is marked using special formatting
like italics. The presence of such a tag can make the tool
to highlight the sentence containing the tag. The same
method can be used to reject sentences. In a scientific
document most of the sentences containing an equation
can be excluded for the summary. The users can decide
to include or remove all the sentences which contain tags
specified by the user.

5.1.4.

Similarity with a summary

Two methods which automatically identify the
important units from a text using its summary were
mentioned in section 3.3. At present, these two methods
are being integrated in the system so that the users can use
an existing summary to identify the important sentences
in a text. Given that these methods depend on several
parameters, the users can adjust their value in order to
obtain the best performance. As in the case of the other
inclusion/rejection methods, the users can override the
systems decision. This option can become important for
the method proposed in (Marcu, 1999) where without
information about the rhetorical discourse structure, as
it is in our case, it is possible that more sentences than
necessary will be selected.
5.2.

Marking redundant units

As mentioned in section 4. we consider that it is
important to indicate which important sentences cover
almost the same information. In order to achieve this,
the annotation tool allows the human annotator to group
sentences with similar meaning. The grouping is done in a
very easy way, by clicking on these sentences. The normal
operations to create a group, add elements and remove
elements from a group have been implemented. The group
is indicated in the resulting file by the GROUP attribute in
the IMPORTANT tag which indicate the ID of the group
to with it belongs. At present, we investigate how this
operation can be speeded up by including a reliable method
which identifies the similar sentences.
5.3.

Eliminating dangling anaphors

Dangling anaphors constitute a frequent phenomenon
in the extracts making it not very legible. Several
summarisation methods tried to address this problem by
including the sentence containing the referred expression
in the summary (Paice, 1981), but to the best of our
knowledge there was no automatic evaluation to see how
well the task is performed due to lack of coreferentially
annotated corpora. Our tool offers an alternative to this
problem. Whenever a sentence containing a dangling
anaphor is selected, the human annotators can select one
or more sentences which contain the antecedent for the
sentence, and which should be included in an extract if the
sentence containing the anaphoric expression is extracted.
The link between the sentences is marked by the attribute
LINK which indicates the ids of sentences containing the
antecedent for the anaphoric expression.
At present the only automatic procedure which was
implemented in the program to speed up the annotation
process is the identification of anaphoric pronouns. High
precision rules from (Paice and Husk, 1987) have been
implemented to identify non referential uses of the pronoun
it. We also intend to extend the system so that we
can identify non anaphoric definite descriptions and to
automatically propose sentences which could contain the
antecedent.
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Figure 2: The form which allows to select the terms

6. Discussion and conclusions
The proposed annotation tool tries to fill a gap in the
summarisation field. Its main purpose is to speed up
the annotation process through a user-friendly interface
and by implementing several automatic ways to identify
possible important/unimportant sentences. Given that
none of the existing methods in automatic summarisation
work with 100% accuracy, the human annotator can
override the tool’s decisions. In addition to identifying
the important/unimportant sentences in a text, we argued
that for training and testing automatic extraction methods
it is necessary to identify sentences which cover the same
information and to indicate which sentences should be
included in an extract to avoid dangling references.
One possible problem which can appear during the
annotation process is that the human annotator trusts too
much the tool and accepts all its decisions. This problem
cannot be address through automatic means and the only
solution is to check the quality of the annotation using cross
validation techniques. The tool makes possible this crossvalidation by allowing to compare different annotations of
the same text and computing agreement scores.
The tool will not be used only for annotation. Given that
all the actions of the human annotator are logged, it will
be possible to investigate how humans decide if a sentence
is important or not. Another important information which
will be extracted from the logs will be the types of modules
which are frequently used by the annotators. This will
allow us to learn which methods are considered the best for

finding important/unimportant sentences. This information
will be very useful for our project which plans to develop a
tool for computer-aided summarisation because will show
us which methods are considered reliable by humans and,
therefore, should be included. Another information which
will be stored in the logs will be the adjustment of the
parameters and thresholds used by different methods. The
best values (i.e. the once which make the human override
the least of the tool’s decisions) will be determined for
future use. It is very likely that these values are not common
for all type of texts, therefore we hope to be able to use the
tool as a way to assess how the text genre determines the
kind of methods used and the values for its parameters.

In light of this, the tool will allow us to learn more
about the way different automatic summarisation methods
work. In addition to proposing sentences which are
important/unimportant, each summarisation method can be
run on its own as a summarisation method. This means that
the tool can be also used to compare summaries produced
by different methods. Therefore, it could be used by users,
such as undergraduate students, lectures teaching automatic
summarisation and researchers in this field, trying to
understand how the adjustment of different parameters can
influence the quality of the summary produced. At present,
we investigate the possibility to allow the user to combine
several methods to produce a summary.
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